Priming reflects an important means of learning that is mediated by implicit memory. Importantly, priming occurs for previously viewed objects (item-specific priming) and their category relatives (categorywide priming). Two distinct neural mechanisms are known to mediate priming, including the sharpening of a neural object representation and the retrieval of stimulus-response mappings. Here, we investigated whether the relationship between these neural mechanisms could help explain why item-specific priming generates faster responses than category-wide priming. Participants studied pictures of everyday objects, and then performed a difficult picture identification task while we recorded event-related potentials (ERP). The identification task gradually revealed random line segments of previously viewed items (Studied), category exemplars of previously viewed items (Exemplar), and items that were not previously viewed (Unstudied). Studied items were identified sooner than Unstudied items, showing evidence of itemspecific priming, and importantly Exemplar items were also identified sooner than Unstudied items, showing evidence of category-wide priming. Early activity showed sustained neural suppression of parietal activity for both types of priming. However, these neural suppression effects may have stemmed from distinct processes because while category-wide neural suppression was correlated with priming behavior, item-specific neural suppression was not. Late activity, examined with response-locked ERPs, showed additional processes related to item-specific priming including neural suppression in occipital areas and parietal activity that was correlated with behavior. Together, we conclude that item-specific and category-wide priming are mediated by separate, parallel neural mechanisms in the context of the current paradigm. Temporal differences in behavior are determined by the timecourses of these distinct processes.
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Introduction
Substantial evidence of learning can be observed after a single encounter with a visual object. Repeated encounters result in facilitated behavior, or priming, like faster naming or categorization of the object. Priming occurs without the subjective re-experiencing of the initial encounter, indicating that it is mediated by implicit memory rather than explicit memory (Voss & Paller, 2008) . Any form of learning must discriminate repeated encounters with objects as ''different'' or the ''same'', but the shared perceptual and conceptual features of objects from the same category, like ''dogs'', pose a challenge to this cognitive ability. For example, a retriever and Pomeranian are very ''different'' in size and appearance, but they are also the ''same'' since they are both furry and have four legs. Implicit memory is sensitive to the shared perceptual and conceptual features of category members, as demonstrated by results showing priming for the repetition of a previously viewed object as well as a category relative, or exemplar, of a previously viewed object (Marsolek, 1999; Marsolek & Burgund, 2008) . In other words, implicit memory represents objects on item-specific and category-wide levels.
Do common or distinct neural processes mediate item-specific and category-wide priming? Research has made headway in addressing this problem, but has not related neural findings to a consistent behavioral result: while both repetitions and exemplars elicit faster responses than novel items, repetitions elicit faster responses than exemplars (Cave, Bost, & Cobb, 1996; Chouinard, Morrissey, Köhler, & Goodale, 2008; Francis, Corral, Jones, & Sáenz, 2008; Stevens, Kahn, Wig, & Schacter, 2012) . In other words, item-specific priming is generally faster than category-wide priming. How can this pattern of behavioral priming be explained?
The relationship between item-specific and category-wide priming may be understood by considering the involvement of
